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What is meant by shutter speed? And what is a shutter, anyway?

Shutter Speed is the length of time during which an exposure is made.

In other words, it is the length of time that a camera’s shutter remains open allowing light to reach a 
photo-sensitive material (a digital sensor or film).

There are two (2) kinds of shutters found in modern cameras:

•   leaf shutter—also called a diaphragm shutter or a central shutter

•  focal plane shutter

A leaf shutter is made of one or more “leaves” that move to let light pass. The most common leaf 
shutter in modern cameras is made of six or more leaves—this is the diaphragm shutter. 

   leaf diaphragm

The leaf shutter is generally used in cheap, disposable cameras. The diaphragm shutter is used in top 
end medium format cameras (think Hasselblad, etc.) and large format/view cameras.

A focal plane shutter is made of two curtains (cloth, plastic, or metal) that move, one after the other, 
to open and close the opening in front of the film or digital sensor.

Focal plane shutters are found in just about all digital cameras on
the market today.
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Common Shutter Speeds

1/8000 s 1/4000 s 1/2000 s 1/1000 s 1/500 s 1/250 s 1/125 s 1/60 s     
1/30 s 1/15 s 1/8 s 1/4 s 1/2 s 1 sec. 2 sec. 4 sec.
8 sec. 15 sec. 30 sec. etc.

also B (bulb) T (time)

Each shutter speed is twice as long, or 1/2 as long, as the ones next to it.

This is called a one stop difference.

The effect is that a one stop change in shutter speed lets in twice as much, or 1/2 as much, light.
Type to enter text

Why do you select shutter speeds?

You choose a particular shutter speed to freeze or blur motion in a photograph.

Motion can be caused by:
•  movement of the camera
•  movement of the subject

Movement of the camera can be either:
unintentional—also called camera shake or camera blur
intentional—such as in panning, zooming, rock-and-roll, and other techniques

Causes of Camera Shake

Camera shake occurs when the camera moves while you are shooting. This can be caused by:
•  normal breathing
•  weather (such as a strong wind, shivering from the cold, etc.)
•  unsteady footing (shooting on a bridge with traffic, shooting on a boat, etc.)
•  improper holding of the camera
•  nervousness
•  internal movements in the camera (the mirror moving up and down in an SLR and/or the 

shutter opening and closing in any camera
• and a myriad of other causes
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Factors Affecting Camera Shake
•  shutter speed —the faster the shutter speed, the less the effect of camera shake

     —the slower the shutter speed, the greater the blurring due to camera 
    shake

•  focal length of lens used—the longer the lens, the greater the magnification of the image and 
the greater the effect of the camera shake

Eliminating/Controlling  Camera Shake

There are several ways to control and/or eliminate camera shake:
•  use a tripod and cable release
•  use a monopod
•  enable stabilization (in camera, in lens, or via an accessory)
•  use a shorter lens
•  use proper shooting techniques
•  use a faster shutter speed

A tripod and cable release, if used correctly, is the only way to eliminate camera shake and its effects.

All other methods help to control camera shake, but they do not eliminate it.

A monopod stabilizes the camera movement in only one direction—up and down. 
The camera can still swing front and back and side to side. 

Electronic stabilization can be implemented in the camera body by moving the sensor such as 
in Sony cameras, in the lens by moving some of the elements such as in Nikon and Canon, or 
externally by attaching a gyroscopic device to the camera/lens system. Although manufacturers 
claim up to a 4-stop improvement in stability, most people can only achieve a 1 or 2 stop gain.

Proper shooting techniques can help to reduce camera shake. Holding the camera with one 
hand and using the other to support the lens is recommended. Stand with your feet apart, at about 
shoulder width. Take a breath and exhale half of it. Then slowly depress the shutter release button.
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Use the following Rule of Thumb to determine the minimum shutter speed that is fast enough 
to freeze the camera shake. This does not eliminate the camera shake, it just allows you to take the 
picture that does not show the movement.

Minimum Shutter Speed  =  1/lens focal length

In other words, if you have a 100 mm lens, the minimum hand-holdable shutter speed would 
be 1/100 s (of a second). For a 500 mm lens, it would be 1/500 s.

If your camera does not have that particular shutter speed, use the next faster shutter speed. 
For example, if the Rule of Thumb tells you to use 1/100 s, you might have to use 1/125 s.

This shutter speed is the minimum shutter speed you should use. A faster shutter speed 
 assures more camera-shake-stopping results.

Note: If you are using a camera with a sensor smaller than a full frame—a camera that has 
what is often called a crop or multiplication factor—like a camera with an APS-C sized sensor (a 1.5X 
or 1.6X factor) or a micro 4/3 sized sensor (a 2X factor), for example—you must multiply the lens’ 
focal length by the crop factor.
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Moving Subjects

There are two possibilities for photographing moving subjects:
•  freezing the motion
•  blurring the motion

Most photographs are shot with the intent of freezing the motion. This could be anything from a car 
speeding by, to a child in the park, to the leaves on a tree blowing in the breeze.. To accomplish this, a 
fast enough shutter speed must be used to freeze the motion.

However some photographs are taken with the intent of implying motion. This is best done by using 
a blurring effect. And this is accomplished by using a slow enough shutter speed.

But how do you know what shutter speed to use in order to freeze or blur motion?

Factors that affect the subject’s motion on a digital sensor or film are:
•  the actual speed of the subject
•  the distance from the lens to the subject
•  the direction of the motion relative to the sensor/film plane

Use the following table to determine shutter speeds with moving subjects. The shutter speeds 
indicated (or faster) will freeze the motion. Shutter speeds longer (or slower) than the ones indicated 
will result in blurred motion.
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Shutter Speed Table  for normal focal length lenses—50mm for 35mm format #

     Speed Type of Motion Distance        Direction of Motion
       (mph)      (ft)

  5 slow walk; hand      12 1/500     1/250   1/125
work; sitting or      25 1/250     1/125     1/60
standing people      50 1/125 1/60 1/30*

   100 1/60 1/30* 1/15*
            _____________________________________________________________________

10 fast walk; children           12 1/1000 1/500 1/250
and pets playing;           25 1/500 1/250 1/125
horses walking; slow-      50 1/250 1/125 1/60
moving vehicles    100 1/125 1/60 1/30*

            _____________________________________________________________________
25 running; sports; very      12 1/2000 1/1000 1/500

active play; horses           25 1/1000 1/500 1/250
running; vehicles           50 1/500 1/250 1/125
at a moderate speed    100 1/250 1/125 1/60                   

_____________________________________________________________________
50 fast-moving vehicles;      12 1/4000 1/2000 1/1000

birds flying; race          25 1/2000 1/1000 1/500
horses running      50 1/1000 1/500 1/250

       100 1/500 1/250 1/125
   200 1/250 1/125 1/60

            _____________________________________________________________________
100 very fast moving         12 1/8000 1/4000 1/2000

vehicles       25 1/4000 1/2000 1/1000
    50 1/2000 1/1000 1/500

        100 1/1000 1/500 1/250
  200 1/500 1/250 1/125

            _____________________________________________________________________
     #  for other focal lengths multiply the shutter speed by the lens factor 
     *  note: speeds below 1/60 should be shot using a tripod to eliminate shake

    Lens Factors (for 35mm full frame cameras & lenses)
Focal Length Factor Focal Length Factor
  20mm  0.5   100mm    2.0
  28mm  0.65   135mm    2.5
  35mm  0.8   150mm    3.0
  50mm  1.0   200mm    4.0
  85mm  1.7   300mm    6.0

For cameras with sensors smaller than a full frame 35 mm camera, multiply the shutter speed by the 
camera’s magnification/crop factor (usually 1.5 or 1.6 for APS-C sensors or 2.0 for 4/3s sensors).
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How do I select shutter speed?

There are 2 ways to select and control the shutter speed you want to use:
•  set the camera to Shutter Priority exposure mode—S, SS, Tv, etc. on your camera’s exposure 
    mode dial
•  set the camera to Manual exposure mode—M on your camera’s exposure mode dial

Once you have set the exposure mode, set the shutter speed you want to use. This may be done by 
turning a dial, pushing some buttons, or making a selection from a menu.

Note: if you use the Manual exposure mode, you will have to select the aperture as well as the shutter 
speed.
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What shutter speed should I use?

There are some general considerations for selecting a shutter speed:
•  first and foremost, select a shutter speed to suit the subject you are shooting and the mood 
    you want to convey to the viewer
•  secondly, select a shutter speed based on how you support your camera

There are some general guidelines for selecting a shutter speed:
•  use a faster shutter speed to freeze the motion
•  use a slower shutter speed to blur the motion

Here are some specific shooting suggestions:
•  to freeze the water in a moving stream or a waterfall, start at 1/125 s and faster
•  to get the “cotton candy” moving water effect, start at 1/15 s and slower

•  to freeze sports motion, start at 1/250 s and faster
•  to blur sports motion, start at 1/60 s and slower

Once you take a shot look at it on your camera’s LCD screen. If you are trying to blur the motion, it 
should be evident if you succeeded or not. If you are trying to freeze the motion, magnify the image 
to check how successful you were. If you are not satisfied, adjust the shutter speed accordingly, and 
shoot again.
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Rules for Using a Slow Shutter Speed

The number one rule for using a slow shutter speed is to ALWAYS USE A TRIPOD.

The first corollary to rule one is to ALWAYS USE A REMOTE SHUTTER RELEASE.

The alternative to the first corollary of rule one is to USE THE CAMERAS’s SELF-TIMER.

The second rule for using a slow shutter speed is YOU CAN BREAK RULE ONE.

The third rule for using a slow shutter speed to achieve a special effect is EXPERIMENT.

These are all the rules—everything else is like the joke on how to get to Carnegie Hall—

PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE!
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Neutral Density

Sometimes, when you want to use a slow shutter speed, you may run into a situation where there 
is just too much light. Here’s an example…

Did you ever find yourself in a situation where you had to photograph a waterfall or a flowing 
river and you wanted that ‘cotton candy’ effect of the moving water? You know what you have to 
do,… dial in a slow shutter speed, about 1/2 of a second or slower. To get the proper exposure 
you’ll probably need an aperture of f-22 or f-32 or even smaller. Your lens can’t stop down this far. 
You could switch to a lower ISO setting on your digital camera, but you’re already at the bottom 
of the scale. What can you do?

You have to reduce the amount of light hitting the sensor, but you’re running out of options. 
Neutral density to the rescue. Neutral density, usually in the form of a filter, cuts down on 
quantity of the light without (and this is the important part) affecting the color or other qualities of 
that light. 

A neutral density (ND) filter is a piece of grey-colored glass or plastic that screws onto or slips into 
a holder on the front of your lens. If you have a screw-in ND filter, it must be the same size as the 
threads on the front of your lens. There are step-up and step-down rings that permit you to use a 
larger ND filter on a smaller lens (but you can’t go the other way due to vignetting). It is far easier, 
but more costly, to buy ND filters for each size lens you have. The square/rectangular ND filters 
that slip into a holder are easier to use. You must buy an adapter to fit each of your lenses. It’s still 
easier and cheaper than screw-in filters.

Neutral density filters come in different strengths or densities. They are usually designated by 
their density, by their f-stop increase, or by their filter factor. Some older ND filters may also 
indicate the transmission rate or the absorption rate of the filter, but these are archaic and probably 
have degraded over time—toss ’em.

This table gives you the basic information on the most common ND filters:

Density F-stop Increase Filter Factor
0.3 1.0 2X
0.6 2.0 4X
0.9 3.0 8X

You would use one of these filters when you want to decrease the amount of light entering the 
camera. An example would be a beach scene where you have a bright sky, reflective water, white 
sand and you can’t use the f-stop/shutter speed combination you want. Just screw-in or slip-in the 
ND filter that reduces the light to the level you want. Let’s say you want to shoot at f-16 at 1/2 of a 
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second. But with the ISO 100 you’re using, you can only go to 1/15 of a second (your lens’ 
smallest aperture is f-16). What can you do? Just drop in a 0.9 neutral density filter which cuts out 
3 stops of light, bringing your exposure down to 1/2 of a second. Voila! You’ve done it. Take the 
shot.

But what happens when you are shooting a scene with a bright sky but where the foreground (a 
mountain, say) is in shadow. The exposure difference between the sky and ground is too many 
stops for your film or digital sensor to handle. You would either get a blown out sky, a silhouetted 
ground with no detail, or a middle exposure where neither the ground nor the sky is exposed 
properly. What can you do? Don’t give up hope. There are filters that can handle this situation.

They are called split neutral density and graduated neutral density filters.

Split ND and Graduated ND filters alike come in both screw-in and slip-in mounts as well as in a 
variety of densities. The slip-in filters are much easier to use and can be adjusted easily to fit the 
particular shooting situation. To use them, just slip them into their holder. You can slide them up 
and down and/or tilt them to clockwise or counterclockwise to line up with the horizon or 
whatever else you may have that differentiates the bright from shaded areas.

Modern cameras, with their TTL metering, can adjust for your using a neutral density filter. You 
don’t have to make any exposure changes. This being said, though, some cameras (such as some 
point-and-shoots, rangefinders, twin lens reflexes, and the like) do not have TTL metering and 
their exposure settings must be set manually to compensate for the use of the ND filter. All you 
have to do is open up the number of stops indicated by the filter’s density (see the chart on the 
previous page). You may want to try bracketing to see what effect you get.

Two factors also have an effect when using split and graduated ND filters. These are the focal 
length of the lens and the aperture at which you are shooting—both related to depth-of-field. The 
greater the DOF, the more obvious the effect of the filter. Therefore, the shorter the focal length of 
the lens and/or the smaller the aperture, the more obvious the filter’s effect. You can observe these 

Neutral Density Filter Split ND Filter Graduated ND Filter
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differences by using a zoom lens and experimenting and by using your camera’s “depth-of-field 
preview button.”

A relatively new kind of ND filter is the Variable Neutral Density filter. It works )sort of) like a 
polarizer in that it has two separate layers, one of which rotates. Because of this design it must be 
screwed into the front of your lens. When you turn the front ring of the VND filter you change the 
strength/amount of darkening/lightening you can achieve. Depending on the brand of VND filter 
and the cost, you can get anywhere from 1 stop of ND all the way up to 10 stops. You must get a 
filter that fits each lens you want to use it on, or play around with step-down rings. Be aware, 
these filters are very expensive.

 

Polarizing Filters

If you don’t want to purchase a ND, a Split ND, Graduated ND, or Variable ND filter, but still 
want to have a go with slower shutter speeds in daylight, a polarizing filter can help you out—at 
least in a limited way. A polarizer cuts light by up to 2 stops without altering the color of the 
light.It does, however, eliminate and/or decrease glare and reflections from non-metallic surfaces; 
plus it can increase contrast and color saturation. 

There are two kinds of polarizing filters: linear and circular (this does not refer to its shape not the 
fact that it rotates—both kinds are usually round and both kinds rotate) but rather to the 
manufacturing of the polarizing materials in the filter. If you have a camera that is in any way 
automatic (auto focus, auto exposure, auto anything) you need to get the circular polarizer. These 
are, or course, more expensive. Be sure to get one that fits each of your lenses filter thread 
diameters (or use the step-down rings).
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Technique #1 — Slow

The simplest way to use a slow shutter speed is to simply do it!

Set your camera to Shutter Speed Priority exposure mode. This is usually indicated by an S, SS, Tv, 
or something similar on the camera’s exposure mode dial or in one of the camera’s menus. In this 
mode, you select the shutter speed at which you wish to shoot, and the camera will select the 
aperture to give you the best possible exposure for the image. Be sure to have your ISO set to the 
camera’s lowest setting—do not use auto ISO!

Alternately, you can set the camera to Manual exposure mode (not manual focus). This is usually 
indicated by an M, Man, or something similar on the camera’s exposure mode dial or in one of the 
camera’s menus. In this mode, you select both the shutter speed at which you wish to shoot, and 
the aperture to give you the best possible exposure for the image. Be sure to have your ISO set to 
the camera’s lowest setting—do not use auto ISO!

Either way, you should use a tripod and a remote shutter release (either wired or wireless will 
work) for this. If you choose not to use a tripod, you will pick up the camera-shake movements in 
your images. This can be interesting and creative,… or not.

To reduce camera-shake in hand-held long exposures you can:
• use your camera/lens’s image stabilization/vibration reduction/optical stabilization/ 

steady- shot/etc.;
• brace yourself (see bottom of page 4);
• steady your camera by placing it against/on a wall, tree, railing, car, whatever.

Any subjects will work with this technique. Stationary subjects are best shot in this manner when 
there is a very low light situation. Moving subjects may be shot with slow shutter speeds when 
you want to impart movement to the subject. Experiment to get the best shutter speed/movement 
combination for your particular subject and desired effect. See the chart on page 7 for some 
starting point suggestions.
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Technique #2 — Extreme Slow Shutter

There is an old story of a photographer who was assigned to shoot the Eiffel Tower without any 
people in the picture, but with all its surroundings in place (this eliminates using a replica of the 
Tower and then touching it up. If you’ve ever been to the Eiffel Tower, in the daytime or at night, 
there are always hundreds of people around,… always. What was he to do?

He came up with the idea to shoot the Tower in daylight, but to eliminate all the people, the horses 
and carriages (this was a long time ago), etc. by using a very slow shutter speed—minutes—as 
long as he could make it. He accomplished this by using the slowest film he could get his hands on 
(today, it would be the lowest ISO possible), setting his lens to the smallest aperture (he had f-128, 
we would have to use f-22 or f-32), and then to get even slower, he used some neutral density gels 
over his lens (we use filters now-a-days).

His exposure was over an hour. This meant that the people who walked through the scene were 
not in the same place long enough to reach the film’s threshold and be recorded—even if they 
stopped for a few minutes to gaze at Gustave Eiffel’s wonder.

If you’ve got the time and patience and the inclination to do the same kind of thing, just do it!

Use a tripod. Set a small aperture, the lowest ISO possible, and set the camera to Manual exposure 
mode. Add plenty of neutral density. Set the shutter speed to B, for Bulb. Be sure your remote 
shutter release has some sort of switch to lock it in the Bulb position. Set up, push the button, and 
get out a good book or photo magazine to read for the next half hour or more.

You may have to take a few stabs at it until you get the exposure you’re looking for. Great way to 
kill a day!
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Technique #3 — Star Trails

This technique works best on clear nights, with no moon in the area of sky you are shooting, and 
with no building lights, moving cars, etc. to cause light pollution.

Use a tripod. 

Any ISO setting will work, but I’d suggest something in the area of ISO 200. 

Aim the lens (wide angle to normal focal lengths) towards Polaris, the North Star, or towards the 
Little Dipper. If you’re below the equator, aim at the Southern Cross

Set the lens’s F-stop to its widest aperture. (Afterwards, you can stop down in multiples of 2 
stops.)

A minimum exposure time of 15 minutes will give short but distinct trails. An exposure of about 1 
hour will result in truly incredible images (but this makes bracketing unwieldy unless you’re 
willing to stay up pretty late).

Familiar objects (a tree, rock formation, building, etc.) silhouetted in the foreground is a nice 
additional touch.
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Technique #4 — Northern Lights

The Northern Lights, also known as the Aurora Borealis are best shot from latitudes around the 
Arctic Circle. Alaska, northern Canada, Norway, Iceland, and others are popular destinations for 
this kind of shooting.

Use a tripod. 

Set your ISO to 800.

Using your camera’s manual exposure mode, set the lens’s f-stop to its widest aperture and set the 
shutter speed to 30 seconds. You can play with these settings once you check out your images on 
the camera’s LCD screen.

Familiar objects (a tree, rock formation, building, etc.) silhouetted in the foreground is a nice 
additional touch.  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Technique #5 — Racking (aka Zooming)

The basic equipment for this activity is your 35mm SLR camera and a zoom lens. Any zoom will 
do, but a wide-angle-to-short-telephoto zoom lens is best. A tripod is almost essential to achieve 
this special effect; be sure also to use your remote shutter release. If shooting before it gets dark, 
and long exposures are necessary for this technique, light reducing filters (neutral density and/or 
polarizers) would be helpful. A small pocket flashlight is also a good idea so you can see the 
settings on your camera (or to read your manual) in the darkness of night.

Set up your camera on your tripod and focus on a subject matter you find interesting. Set your 
camera to “shutter priority” autoexposure mode (usually indicated by S, T, SP, TP, or the like). Set 
the camera for a 1-second exposure. Select the lowest ISO number on your camera. This is usually 
100 ISO but your camera may have settings above or below this value. Check to make sure that 
the aperture the camera’s light meter selects is within the range of your lens. (If the aperture 
required is too small for your lens, most cameras buzz or beep or something in the viewfinder 
flashes.) If your lens doesn’t have a small enough aperture, attach a neutral density or polarizing 
filter to your lens to reduce the amount of light entering the camera. 

When you’ve got everything set up correctly, release the shutter. About half way through the 1-
second exposure start zooming your lens. This will give you a recognizable subject plus streaks of 
color radiating from the center of the image. 

You have lots to experiment with here. The first thing you should try is comparing the differences 
between zooming in (starting at the telephoto end of the zoom lens) and zooming out (starting at 
the wide angle end of the lens). Another experiment to try is varying the length of time of the 
zoom. I recommended using a 1-second exposure above; try using a 2-second or longer exposure. 
Another experiment is to vary the percentage of time given to the zoom. Above, I suggested half 
the time for a normal exposure and half the time for the zoom. Try increasing the time of the zoom 
all the way up to the full length of the exposure. Yet another experiment is to vary the speed of the 
zoom. If you zoom slowly, you will end up with short radii emanating from the center of the 
picture; faster zooming will use up more of the lens’ focal length and result in longer zoom lines. 

If you are brave, and have the strength to hold your camera, take a long exposure, and zoom the 
lens all at the same time, you can get some interesting results—the zoom effect plus random 
movements in the same shot.  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Technique #6 — Streaking

Don’t worry. You don’t have to take off your clothes for this technique. You will need a tripod and 
remote shutter release. 

Find a position where you can see plenty of traffic in motion. The motion can be towards you, 
away from you, or parallel to you. High points of view, from where you can look down on the 
traffic, work well. 

Shoot after the sun goes down and most of the traffic has their lights on. 

Set the camera to Shutter Speed Priority exposure mode. Begin using a shutter speed of 1/15 of a 
second and experiment with 1/8, 1/4, etc. Check the images on the LCD screen to see if the 
exposures are where you want them to be. If they are too dark or too light, make adjustments with 
the camera’s Exposure Compensation feature to get the look you want in the images. 

You can also set the camera to Manual exposure mode and play with the shutter speeds and 
apertures to see what different effects you can come up with.

Technique #7 — Falling Water

No, this is not the house designed by Frank Lloyd Wright out in Ohiopyle, PA, but this technique 
would work very well there. 

Again, you need a tripod and remote shutter release. Position yourself alongside a rapidly moving 
stream, or a waterfall, or along the shore with crashing waves. Photograph the moving water with 
1/15 of a second, 1 second, and 15 seconds exposures. You will need to use a very low ISO and you 
might need to use a neutral density filter and/or a polarizing filter to to help you get the exposure 
times needed here. 

Check the images on the LCD screen to see if the exposures are where you want them to be. If they 
are too dark or too light, make adjustments with the camera’s Exposure Compensation feature to 
get the look you want in the images 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Technique #8 — Panning 

This is a technique that can be used to add blurred motion to a stationary object OR to reduce the 
blurring of a moving subject without using a fast shutter speed. Sounds contradictory, but it can 
do both. In general, panning is the moving of the camera horizontally (either from left to right or 
from right to left, but not back and forth). For the best results, panning is usually done with a 
tripod. There are two basic kinds of tripod heads available these days: ball heads and panning 
heads. Guess which is best for these techniques?

Method A--You want to photograph something in motion (a runner, a bicyclist, a taxi cab, 
whatever) but the background is busy and would be distracting to your main subject. 

Set your camera to a slow shutter speed—you’ll have to experiment to get the result you like best 
for the subject and its speed. 

Position yourself so that the subject is moving from left to right (or right to left) in front of you, 
and not too close. Practice following the object through your viewfinder. This means you will be 
moving your camera LtoR or RtoL while looking through it at the moving subject. After you get 
the hang of following it for a while, you’ll be ready to photograph. 

Start again by following the subject. At some point in this process, push the shutter release button 
(to take the picture) and keep following the subject until after you hear the shutter close. You 
should get a fairly sharp image of the subject in motion set against a blurred (non-distracting) 
background.

If at first you don’t succeed,… keep shooting. Eventually you should get the hang of it and your 
images will start to resemble what you had in mind.

Method B--You want to add some motion to an object that is not moving, like a parked car or a tall 
tree, or even a person. 

Simply aim the camera slightly to the left or right of the subject, start panning the camera toward 
the subject, release the shutter, and continue panning. You can get a wide variety of results by 
panning faster or slower, using a longer or shorter shutter speed, or by pushing the button at 
different stages of the panning. Have fun in experimenting.

Note—panning, either method, can also be done hand-holding your camera, but you’d be better 
off learning the techniques with a tripod first. Them, when you get the techniques down pat, try 
them without the support. 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Technique #9 — Rock and Roll 

This technique is sort of all the mistakes you ever made all rolled into one. 

Go out and shoot away using a slow shutter speed without any camera support. 

The motion your body inherits from your breathing alone is enough to blur and streak your 
image. But, don’t stop there. 

Shake your camera; twist it; rotate it; all while you’re taking the picture. 

These techniques work both at night (where there are a lot of small points of light or neon signs, or 
whatever), and in broad daylight. You might need to use Neutral Density filters to reduce the light 
when shooting during the day. 

Again, low ISOs work better when you need to make long exposures in all but the darkest 
situations. Shutter Speed Priority or Manual exposure modes work best for these techniques, too.

Tripods are a definite no-no!


